
Name: Pib’Leni 
Species: Twi’lek 
Gender: Male 
Appearance: A short yellow hued Twi’lek boy, equivalent in size to a young teenage Human, 
with a faint pale rosethorn pattern on his lekku. His face is weathered and thin from a hard life, 
his hands calloused and frame thin and wiry. But his green eyes are still clear and despite the 
ravages of hard labor, he carries himself with some poise.  
Personality: Pib has a split personality, with the layer of a cornered animal and ‘tough guy’ 
beneath which lies a broken and scared boy. He tries to act older than his age and be the ‘Hero 
of the People’ that he was told to be, but inside he misses his dead grandmother and yearns for 
a family; any family that would have him. 
Occupation: Pib’leni is a mercenary, runner and informant to the Dawn Collective. His most 
notable acts include starring in propaganda during the Citadel riots as a dying son, and the 
attempted murder of Tali Sroka. 
 
Name: Karsha Vik 
Species: Togruta 
Gender: Female 
Appearance: Elegant, refined, sculpted and dangerous. Equally much a groomed noble as she 
is a savage huntress, Karsha’s deep red skin and bone white tribal markings contrast sharply 
with her piercing yellow eyes and afford a bewildering duality to her stature. How something so 
delicately elegant can move with the gait of an apex predator has often left many of her foes so 
bewildered, they’ve barely realized she’d fleeced them an hour ago. The alluringly dangerous 
curves often find themselves on full display as she prefers deep cut dresses of midnight black or 
deep purple that accentuate her natural beauty and danger. 
Personality: Seductive, dominant, headstrong and goal-oriented, Karsha dislikes idle time and 
meandering discussions that clearly lead towards no conclusion. She is a woman of direct 
action, even if that action is in the form of subtle manipulation. She uses every tool at her 
disposal, from the depths of her cleavage to the rapier tip of her wit and the strength of her 
sculpted thighs if need be to ensure the Dawn Collective’s mission is a success. 
Occupation: “Diplomat” and “negotiator”, occasionally “director”. Karsha is a peerless manager 
of people, enforcing her will with ruthless efficiency, even when her subordinates think she is 
not. She can sabotage alliances, obtain information and deals or rouse people into outright 
rebellion if need be. And though her true strength lies in how she can make others do her 
bidding, the Togruta woman is still a native of Shili and many a would-be assassin has found 
that she handles a blaster and blade with dismaying proficiency if given half a chance. If those 
would-be assassins could talk, they’d surely recommend not giving her even a quarter. 


